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This paper concerns irreducible polyhedral expansions of non-compact 
metric spaces X; that is, representations of X as the limit space of an 
Rn-adic sequence {Pn; fmn} of finite-dimensional polyhedra, with all the 
projections f n: X -+ P n irreducible onto. Recall the main results for the 
compact case [2]: ( l) Every X has such a representation; (2) Any two 
such representations {Pn; fmn}, {Qn; gmn}, are equivalent in the sense that 
certain permissible modifications of subdivisions of subsequences of the 
two can be interlaced into a single Rn-adic sequence representing X. 
For non-compact X the questions can be asked in either of two ways; 
we may consider homeomorphic representations by sequences of continuous 
mappings, or uniform representations by sequences of uniformly continuous 
mappings. The uniform generalization of (1) is, of course, invalid. How-
ever, the uniform generalization of (2) holds for all complete metric 
spaces X; if there is an irreducible polyhedral_, expansion it is essentially 
unique. 
The situation regarded topologically appears to be just the opposite. 
At least, (2) in the topological sense is already invalid for the real line, 
and we can show that ( l) in this sense is valid for separable completely 
metrizable spaces. The completeness is necessary; whether separability 
can be omitted is not known. 
Though a completely metrizable space X may have two essentially 
different irreducible representations {Pn; fmn}, {Qn; gmn}, they cannot 
differ in dimension; the numbers dim Pn (and likewise dim Qn) must 
converge to dim X. (Dimension here means covering dimension). 
l. The notion of an Rn-adic sequence or inverse mapping system is 
explained in [2], for topological spaces; the small changes required for 
uniform spaces are described in [4]. By a polyhedron we understand a 
finite-dimensional simplicial complex in which distance is defined by 
maximum difference in barycentric coordinates. The results we shall need 
on polyhedra may be found in [3]. In particular, a polyhedron P is an 
ANRU; that is, if A C X and f: A -+ P (the notation means that f maps 
A into P uniformly continuously), then f has a uniformly continuous 
extension over some uniform neighbourhood of A in X. 
It is necessary to restrict the notion of a subdivision somewhat. For 
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convenience we shall consider no subdivisions of P other than the iterated 
barycentric subdivisions P<n>. Accordingly we define a normal mapping 
from P to another polyhedron Q as a function taking P simplicially into 
some Q<n>. A normal mapping is necessarily uniformly continuous; in 
fact, it decreases distances. 
As in [2], we say that g: X --+Pis a permissible modification off: X --+ P 
if g(x) is in the closed carrier of f(x) for each x in X; and f is reducible 
if for some permissible modification g of f and some subcomplex Q of 
P, g(X) is contained in Q but /(X) is not. Otherwise f is called irreducible. 
The notion of an e-mapping must be formulated differently in the 
non-compact case. For any uniform spaces X, Y, if if! is a uniform 
covering of X, a mapping f: X--+ Y is said to realize if! if for some uniform 
covering Y of Y, j-l("f/) refines if!. If X is metric, f is called an e-mapping 
if it realizes the covering consisting of all subsets of X of diameter at 
most e. Note that in the compact case, if the maximum diameter of inverse 
images of points is a, then t is an e-mapping for all e >a, though perhaps 
not a a-mapping. 
Lemma A. If X and Y are metric spaces and f: X--+ Y is an 
e-mapping upon a dense subspace then X and Y can be embedded in a 
Banach space, X being isometrically embedded, so that f becomes a 3e-shift. 
Proof. Use Kuratowski's isometric embedding [6] of X in the space E 
of all bounded real-valued functions on the set X. On the metric space 
f(X) C Y define a discontinuous function g: for each y E F(X) let g(y) 
be some x EX C E such that f(x) =y. Since f is an e-mapping, the inverse 
image under g of the covering of E consisting of all sets of diameter at 
most e is uniform. Hence there is a uniformly continuous function 
h: f(X) --+E within e of g[5; 4.1]. There is a unique uniformly continuous 
extension i of h over Y. Then i is a singular embedding making f a 
2e-shift, and if j is an embedding of Y in the €-neighbourhood of 0 in 
another Banach space F, then (i, j): Y --+Ex F completes the con-
struction. 
While the statement of Lemma A seems a natural one, it is the singular 
embedding of Y in E that we shall actually use; this has the advantage 
that a single embedding of X in E can be used for all Y. 
Lemma B. In the space of mappings from X to Y the e-mappings 
form an open set. 
Proof. Iff is an e-mapping then for some a>O any two points of X 
at distance greater than e from each other have images separated by at 
least a. If g is within a/3 of/, then the images under g of two such points 
are separated by at least a/3, and g is an e-mapping. 
From Lemma Band the remark that a mapping which is an e-mapping 
for all e>O is a uniform equivalence we see that (as in [2]) two inverse 
mapping systems {Xn; fmn} and {Xn; gmn} on the same spaces, for which 
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the bonding maps fmn, gmn, are sufficiently close, will have the same 
limit space. If this is true (precisely, if fn denotes projection, and the 
mappings lim gmnfm exist and are the coordinate functions of a uniform 
m 
equivalence), and also the spaces Xn are polyhedra and each gmn is a 
permissible modification of fmn, then we call {Xn; gmn} a permissible 
modification of {Xn; fmn}. Similarly, if S is an infinite set of natural 
numbers, we call {Xn; fmnlm, n ES} a subsequence of {Xn; fmn}. If each 
Yn is a subdivision of Xn, we call {Yn; fmn} a subdivision of {Xn; fmn}. 
In each case the limits are the same. 
An inverse mapping system {Xn; fmn} of polyhedra is a polyhedral 
expansion, or representation, of its limit space. 
2. Now the proof of the Austauschsatz is much the same as in [2]; 
we shall use Freudenthal's numbering, for corresponding lemmas. X will 
denote a complete metric space. 
Lemma 8. Given a polyhedron P, there exist a subdivision P<nl and 
an assignment to each simplex T IX of P of a neighborhood U IX which is a 
subcomplex of P<nl such that there is a simplicial mapping k: P<nl --+ P 
taking each U IX into T IX' 
Proof. Let n=2, and let UIX be the closed star of TIX in P<2l. One 
may verify that if Ty=TIX n Tp then Uy= UIX n Up; and the rest of the 
proof is just as in [2]. 
Since the neighborhoods in Lemma 8 are all 8-neighborhoods for some 
fixed 8, and k is uniformly continuous, the next three lemmas are proved 
just as in [2]. 
Lemma 9. For each polyhedron P there is a positive number 8 such 
that whenever f: M --+ P within 8 of g: M --+ P, kg is a permissible modifi-
cation of f. 
Lemma 10. For any f: P--+ Q (P and Q polyhedra) there exist nand 
a normal mapping g: P<nl --+ Q which is a permissible modification of f. 
Lemma 11. If g: M --+Pis a permissible modification of f: M --+P, 
and h: P --+ Q is normal, then hg is a permissible modification of hf. 
Lemma 13. Given f: X --+P, there is 8>0 such that if g: X --+Q is 
an 8-mapping onto a dense subset then for some n there is a normal mapping 
h: Q<nl --+P such that hg is a permiss1:ble modification of f. In cace f maps 
X irreducibly upon a dense subset of P, so does hg, and h maps Q irreducibly 
onto P. 
Proof. From the proof of Lemma A, we can embed X isometrically 
in a Banach space E so that any 8-mapping g: X --+ Q will become a 
28-shift after some singular embedding of Q in E. Then extend f over a 
uniform neighborhood U of X in E. For small 8, the singular embeddings 
of Q must go into U, and the extension off over U defines a mapping 
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f': Q -+P such that, as e -+0, f'g -+I uniformly. By Lemma 9, if e is 
small enough, kf'g is a permissible modification of f. Then by Lemma 10, 
for some n, there is a normal mapping h: Q<n) -+ P which is a permissible 
modification of kf'. It follows (without using Lemma ll) that hg is a 
permissible modification of kf'g, hence also of f. 
Finally, iff is irreducible to a dense set, so is its permissible modification 
hg. So is h also; but the image of the polyhedron Q<n) under a normal 
mapping is a subcomplex of a subdivision, therefore a closed set. Then 
the proof is complete. 
We may note that the last sentence of Lemma 13 is not stated in [2], 
not being needed there. We shall need it, for not all of Lemma 14 
generalizes. 
Lemma 14 (part). Suppose the mappings fn: X -+Pn are en-mappings 
upon dense subsets of polyhedra, en -+ 0. Then there exists an inverse 
mapping system {Qn; gmn} with limit X such that 
( 1) the spaces Qk are subcomplexes of subdivisions of P nk' for some 
sequence nk -+ = ; 
(2) the mappings gmn are normal; 
(3) the projections gk are permissible modifications of Ink· 
If all the mappings fn are irreducible, then all Qk are subdivisions of 
P nk and all projections gn and bonding maps gmn are irreducible onto. 
In Lemma 14, the construction of {Qn; gmn} satisfying (l)-(3) goes 
just as in [2], recursively with the requirement that each gkzfnk is a 
permissible modification of fnl; Lemma 13 is used to determine each 
nk+l and gk+l,k· As in [2], each subdivision Qk+l must be made sufficiently 
fine so that the mappings lim gklfn will exist and be (recall Lemma B) 
k k 
en(mappings. For the rest, if fnk is irreducible to a dense set then so is 
its permissible modification gk. Hence so also are the bonding maps; and 
being normal, they must be onto. But then the projections are also onto, 
and the proof is complete. 
Finally the same proof as in [2] yields the Austauschsatz. 
Theorem 1. If {Pn; fmn} and {Qn; gmn} are two polyhedral expansions 
of the same space X in which the bonding maps are normal and irreducible 
onto, then there exists a polyhedral expansion {Rn; hmn} having a subsequence 
which is a permissible modification of a subdivision of a subsequence of 
{Pk; fmn} and another subsequence which is a permissible modification of a 
subdivision of a subsequence of {Qn; gmn}· 
Lemma 14 also yields the existence theorem, that a complete metric 
space X can be (irreducibly) represented by polyhedra from any class 
sufficient to permit (irreducible) e-mappings of X for all e > 0. Actually 
-for the reducible case Lemma 14 leaves us with subpolyhedra; to obtain 
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representations using the whole given polyhedra we must go to [1] 1). 
For the irreducible case we have 
X has an irreducible polyhedral expansion if and only if it has irreducible 
e-mappings into polyhedra for all e > 0; and certain permissible modifications 
of some of whatever such mappings are given will be the projections of an 
irreducible polyhedral expansion. 
3. We turn to the question of topological representations by polyhedra. 
One distinction must be drawn at once. The results just stated for uniform 
representations imply that if the metric space X is the limit space of an 
(irreducible) inverse mapping system of polyhedra, of whatever order 
type, then X has an (irreducible) representation by an Rn-adic sequence. 
Topologically, however, every metrizable space (even every completely 
uniformizable space) is the limit of an inverse mapping system of polyhedra 
[5; 9. 7]. For a representation by a sequence it is certainly necessary 
that X be a closed subspace of a countable product of polyhedra; in 
particular, X must be complete in some metric. 
We define an irreducible representation of a topological space X as an 
Rn-adic sequence of polyhedra and continuous onto mappings {Pn; fmn} 
whose limit space is homeomorphic with X, and whose projections 
f n: X --+ P n are topologically irreducible. If also the mappings f mn are 
normal, the representation will be called standard. The theorems will be 
Theorem 2. If {Pn; fmn} is an irreducible representation of X then 
lim dim Pn=dim X. 
Theorem 3. Every closed subspace of a countable product of polyhedra 
has a standard irreducible representation. 
In Theorem 2, dimension means covering dimension. In connection 
with Theorem 3 note that every complete separable metric space is 
homeomorphic with a closed subspace of a countable product of lines, 
and hence has a standard irreducible representation. For non-separable 
spaces the questicm remains open. 
Proof of Theorem 2. First, for any continuous mapping f: P--+ Q, 
there exist a (non-barycentric) subdivision P* of P, homeomorphic with 
P, and a normal mapping g: P* --+ Q which is a permissible modification 
of f. This is easily proved by induction on the dimension of P. In this 
way any irreducible representation {Pn; fmn} may be converted into a 
standard irreducible representation {P n *; gmn}· Since the projections 
1) Assuming the images of X under the cn·mappings fn are dense in the polyhedra 
P n, 1.6 of [l] yields a representation of X in terms of subdivisions of some of the P n· 
An erroneous remark in [l] should be noted. We said "Freudenthal's results appear 
not to suffice for, e.g., the conclusion that a snakelike continuum is an inverse limit 
of arcs." Clearly Lemma 14 does suffice for this. However, a stronger result such 
as [l; 1.6] is needed to show that a disklike continuum is an inverse limit of disks. 
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gn: X --+ P n * are topologically irreducible, each simplex of each P n * is 
essentially covered, and dim X :;_;;, sup dim P n· On the other hand, the 
normal mappings gmn are uniformly continuous, and the metric uniformities 
of the Pn* induce a metric uniformity fl on the limit space X, with 
dimension Lld(flX) <lim inf dim P n * =lim inf dim P n· But Dowker and 
Hurewicz have shown (see page 120 of [3]) that Lld(flX):;;;.dim X for 
every metric uniformity fl· This completes the proof. 
For Theorem 3, the idea of the proof is to induce a uniformity by a 
sequence of irreducible mappings into polyhedra. But then these mappings 
will be, as it were, "sub-basic"; I do not know how to assure the existence 
of irreducible e-mappings without the detour in the following argument. 
We call a uniform covering { U"': iX E A} of a uniform space X essential 
if for every uniform shrinking {V"': iX E A} of {U"'}, the natural injection 
of the nerve of {V"'} into the nerve of {U"'} is onto. 
Lemma C. A finite-dimensional uniform covering is essential if and 
only if every canonical mapping into its nerve is irreducible to a dense subset. 
If f : X --+ P is irreducible to a dense subset ( P a polyhedron) then the inverse 
image of the covering of P consisting of the open stars of vertices is essential. 
Proof. If the covering U is inessential it can be shrunk to a covering 
V with smaller nerve, and a canonical mapping into the nerve of V will 
be a canonical mapping upon a non-dense subset of the nerve of U. 
Conversely, if a canonical mapping to the nerve N of U fails to be 
irreducible to a dense subset then it has a permissible modification f all 
of whose values lie in a proper subcomplex P of N; then the inverse 
image under f of the covering of P consisting of open stars of vertices 
is a uniform covering, and a shrinking of U with smaller nerve. 
Now suppose f: X --+P is irreducible. Let {S"'} be the covering of P 
by stars of vertices, and suppose {f-l(S"')} has a shrinking {U"'} with 
smaller nerve. There is a canonical mapping g into the nerve of {U"'}, 
a proper subcomplex of P. Any such g is a permissible modification of 
f, for when f(x) has ~X-th coordinate zero x is not in j-l(S"') nor in U "'' 
and g(x) must have ~X-th coordinate zero. 
Corollary. A metric space has irreducible e-mappings into polyhedra 
for all e > 0 if and only if it has a basis of finite-dimensional uniform 
coverings and a basis of essential uniform coverings. 
Proof. What follows immediately from Lemma Cis the equivalence 
between having irreducible e-mappings and having a basis of coverings 
which are both finite-dimensional and essential. But if the finite-dimen-
sional covering {U"'} has an essential uniform refinement {Wp}, then 
choose for each f3 some iX=t(f3) such that Wp C U"'. Define V"' as the 
union of all W !l for which t(f3) = iX. One readily verifies that { V ,J is a 
·lmiform essential shrinking of {U "'} and thus is also finite-dimensional. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. If X is a closed subspace of a countable product 
of polyhedra, then X has a sequence of finite-dimensional open coverings 
cfti forming a basis for a complete metric uniformity. From Lemma C 
and the fact that every continuous mapping f: X --+- P has a topologically 
irreducible permissible modification, we see that every open covering has 
a shrinking which is essential in the uniformity consisting of all open 
coverings. Let "f/'1 be such a shrinking of cf/1. Recursively, if "f/'k is finite-
dimensional, absolutely essential, finer than cflk, and a star-refinement 
of j/'k-1, then "f/'k has a finite-dimensional star-refinement "/f/k. "/f/k 1\ cflk+l 
is finite-dimensional and has an absolutely essential shrinking "f/'k+l. 
This construction yields a sequence of essential finite-dimensional coverings 
j/'n forming a basis for a metric uniformity which is finer than the given 
uniformity and therefore still complete. Then Lemma 14 completes the 
proof. 
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